The molecular mechanisms of these subcellular activities have been elucidated. However, there is no method that can assess the contributions of these subcellular activities to the global cell migration pattern of a given cell type. Hence, we develop a powerful approach based on CN correlations that quantitatively profiles the cell migration pattern of a given cell type in terms of assembled subcellular activities. In this way, we bridge migration data at the cellular level with underlying molecular mechanisms. The CN correlation profile is found to uniquely and consistently represent the cell migration pattern of each cell type probed. It can clearly reveal the effects of molecular perturbations, such as Y27632 and Cdc42 knockdown on each subcellular migratory activity. As a result, the CN correlation approach serves as a cell dynamic descriptor that can extract comprehensive quantitative data from cell migration movies for integrative biological analyses.
underlying subcellular activities can be broken down with high spatiotemporal resolution, our integrated view of cell migration should be greatly enhanced.
A migratory cell alternatively protrudes its leading edge toward new territory and detaches its trailing edge from the anchored substrate 12, 19 . During these processes, the nucleus possesses different displacement modes: in protrusion, the nucleus often remains stationary, and in detachment, the nucleus moves along with the main cell body toward the leading edge. Hence, the nuclear centroid displacement (NCD) relative to the coupled cell centroid displacement (CCD) might uniquely characterize these subcellular migratory activities. In our previous study 20 , we proposed the cell-nucleus (CN) correlation for calculating a cell migration potential index (CMPI) to describe the motility of single cells, and used average CMPI values to summarize the motilities of different cell types. Here, we further extend the CN correlation approach from the single cell CMPI metric to an analysis of cell migration patterns, by pooling together data from single cells to profile different cell types with a statistical modeling approach.
Once the overall cell migration pattern of a cell type is profiled through these coupled motions, the unique signature of the cell migration pattern for individual cell types might be revealed. In this way, a quantitative description for cell migration can be developed. Through combining this development with the results from current molecular approaches, we anticipate progress towards a novel integrated biology approach that includes a quantifiable and comprehensive cell-to-molecular correspondence for analyzing cell migration in different cell conditions.
Results
Each exampled subcellular migratory activity has a specific distribution of CN correlations. To determine whether the NCD relative to the coupled CCD can uniquely characterize different subcellular migratory activities, we analyzed all the available subcellular activities identified in the NIH 3T3 fibroblast movies. For each type of subcellular activity, at least 5 sets of movies were analyzed. In these movies, cells and coupled nuclei were labeled using red fluorescent protein (RFP) and Hoechst 33342, respectively, and simultaneously recorded at one-minute time intervals to document appropriate cell dynamics. Consequently, we extracted the momentary cell centroid displacement (CCD) and the coupled NCD along the CCD (NCD // ) for analysis. We focused on the link between CCD and the coupled NCD // because these two displacements were aligned to the direction of the forces contributing to cell migration.
The coupled pair (CCD, NCD // ) defines what we call a CN correlation and can be visualized as a coordinate point on a CCD vs. NCD // plot (CN plot). CN plots of CN correlations extracted from sequences of a specific subcellular migratory activity might then have a unique distribution profile that can be distinguished from those extracted from other subcellular activities.
Interestingly, the distributions of these subcellular activities can be distinguished clearly using polar coordinates in the CN plot. The trailing edge detachment, leading edge protrusion, pure protrusion (cell sampling), large-angle side protrusion, and cell contraction events each has a specific polar angle zone in the CN plot. These zones are mainly between [20°, 70°], [60°, 90°], [60°, 120°], [90°, 130°], and [130°, 170°], respectively. Even though the polar angle distributions of different subcellular activities may have a certain degree of overlap, these distributions concentrate in different distances from the pole (Fig. 1a ). In general, CN correlations of detachment events have the farthest distance from the pole, followed by those of leading-edge protrusion and side protrusion, and finally those of sampling and contraction events are closest to the pole.
The evolution in the position of CN correlations during a subcellular activity is also useful for understanding the mechanical mechanism of that activity. Using a detachment event as an example ( Fig. 1b ): at the beginning of the event, the CN correlations were mainly located between 20°-45° polar angles, which suggested that NCD // > CCD. Indeed, the movie showed that the detachment-predominant event started from a minor leading edge protrusion while the nucleus also exhibited a steady forward motion. However, the main cell anchorage sites in the trailing edge were steadily attached to the substrate. Later on, the CN correlations shifted closer to ~60° polar angles (CCD > NCD // ). During the time, the anchorage detached from the substrate, but the NCD // values were mainly generated from the relaxation of nucleus (from elongated to rounded) without forward motion. Some other examples are provided in the Supplementary Information.
The CN correlation profile of a cell type generated from sufficient data is consistent and unique. It would not be obvious that cell migration properties of individual cells, as assessed in our previous study 20 , could be extended to construct cell migration profiles that are distinguishable for different cell types. Hence, we investigated this idea by pooling together the CN correlation data for each cell type.
To construct a representative CN correlation profile for a specific cell type, a sufficient amount of randomly sampled CN correlation data is needed ( Fig. 2a ). Accordingly, we evaluated whether two CN correlation profiles extracted from different batches of the same cell type can be indistinguishable to illustrate the unique migration pattern of the probed cell type, and whether CN correlation profiles generated from different cell types are distinguishable. Two CN correlation profiles were constructed from NIH 3T3 fibroblasts (see supplementary information for other cell types). Each profile was generated from 25 randomly selected and non-overlapping one-hour cell movies at one-minute time intervals. Since the polar coordinates in the CN plot are connected to the biological meaning of the subcellular migratory activities, a useful and equivalent representation of (NCD // , CCD) pairs would be in terms of polar angles and the magnitude of CCD values. Hence, each CN correlation profile was summarized using histograms of angles (called occurrence diagram) and average-CCD (called CCD diagram), presented with 5°-polar angle bins ( Fig. 2b) . Then, the Sign test and the Lepage test were subsequently applied to compare the occurrence and the CCD diagrams from the two CN correlation profiles ( Fig. 2c ). These results revealed that the CN correlation profiles extracted from different batches of the same cell type are statistically indistinguishable for describing the specific cell migration pattern. Consequently, the CN correlation profiles of eight cell types were individually constructed, including 1 epithelial cell: OSE-10; 3 fibroblasts: NIH 3T3, Swiss 3T3 and human foreskin; 3 adenocarcinoma cells: OVCAR-3, SKOV-3, and MDA-MB-231; and 1 osteosarcoma cell, U-2 OS. When these occurrence diagrams and CCD diagrams were paired for comparison using the Sign test and the Lepage test, respectively, the results clearly indicated significant differences between their profiles (see Supplementary Information) . Hence, among all the cell types considered, each individual cell type possesses a unique CN correlation profile describing its cell migration pattern and momentary dynamics. The changes in a CN Correlation profile can reveal the effect of perturbation on cell migration. A CN correlation profile should be an unbiased representation of the overall contributing subcellular migratory activities of that cell type. Since each subcellular activity has a particular polar angle distribution, the component weights of each of these activities can be de-convoluted from the occurrence diagram using Gaussian mixture modeling. Hence, univariate normal mixtures (UNM) were applied to the occurrence diagram of the NIH 3T3 fibroblasts to automatically profile the normal distributions using the Aikake information criterion (AIC) 21 (Fig. 3a ). We called the fitted peak polar angles of these distributions the signature angles, which can be considered to be a property of the cell type. The result showed that the migration pattern of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts has 5 signature angles around 17°, 44°, 80°, 128°, and 153° polar angles. Based on the locations of the exampled individual subcellular activities in the CN plot, these normal densities can be considered to be sequentially corresponding with the initial detachments, detachments, protrusions, large-angle protrusions, and leading-edge retraction from the whole cell contraction, respectively.
Consequently, we applied a ROCK inhibitor, Y27632, to block the contractility of these cells and evaluated the changes in the cell motility signatures. The representative time-lapse images suggested that the Y27632-treated cell still had a persistent direction; however, its trailing-edge detachment rate was drastically decreased (Fig. 3b ). We further quantitatively assessed the Y27632 effect using two widely-accepted conventional measurements, namely directionality and cell velocity 22 . The results indicated that Y27632 reduced ~45% of the NIH 3T3 fibroblasts' velocity without affecting the directional persistence ( Fig. 3c ). For the analysis based on the CN correlation approach, the comparison of the occurrence diagrams between NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and their counterparts treated by Y27632 exhibited a slight decrease of the CN correlation occurrence in the polar angles below 50° and above 110° after drug treatment ( Fig. 3d ). This redistribution suggested that the cells have reduced detachment and large-angle protrusion events involving actomyosin contraction. Hence, the CN correlation profile is a sensitive descriptor for cell migration patterns.
Y27632 also can induce membrane ruffling 23 ; hence, Y27632 should affect the <CCD> values as well. It was shown that the <CCD> values of NIH 3T3 cells decreased across the CN plot, with the most significant drop occurring in the 30°-80° polar angles (Lepage test: p-values < 0.001) ( Fig. 3e ). When the UNM analysis was applied to the CCD distributions in the detachment and protrusion polar angles to automatically profile the component weights in normal cells, we found that 4 normal distributions in the detachment zone and 3 in the protrusion zone. These signature distributions might be matched with immobile, asynchronous, synchronous, and abrupt detachment (from the cell contraction) mode for detachment events; and immobile, steady, and rapid protrusion mode for protrusion events (Fig. 3f) . A comparison of the CCD distributions between the normal and the Y27632-treated cells suggested that ROCK inhibition significantly reduced the abrupt detachment mode and increased the immobile mode in the detachment events; meanwhile, it drastically reduced the immobile (stable anchorages) mode and rapid protrusion mode (requiring ROCK activity 24 ), and increased the steady protrusion mode (membrane ruffling) in the protrusion events. The differences in the one-minute step sizes between the normal and the Y27632-treated cells correctly reflect the cellular effects of Y27632.
The CN correlation profiles can characterize cell polarity of different cell types. Since Cdc42 is a protein that maintains cell polarity and NIH 3T3 fibroblasts usually have a relatively straight trajectory, we applied the Cdc42 knockdown to the fibroblasts to explore the migration pattern change. First, we confirmed the success of Cdc42 knockdown through western blot and q-PCR ( Fig. 4a ). Consequently, we compared the directionality and velocity between the normal fibroblasts and the counterparts with Cdc42 knockdown. The results indicate two indistinguishable groups (Fig. 4b ). However, from the time-lapse images ( Fig. 4c ) and trajectories (Fig. 4d) , it was clearly seen that the Cdc42-knockdown cells have altered their migratory pattern from the normal NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. Interestingly, we found these Cdc42-knockdown cells have more similar features to those of the MDA-MB-231 cells in the morphology, migration patterns, and trajectories. Cdc42 knockdown seems to induce more frequent large-angle protrusions to the fibroblasts, resulting in less persistence in cell migration direction.
Among the 8 studied cells, MDA-MB-231 and NIH 3T3 cells are the most motile; however, MDA-MB-231 cells made turns more frequently than the NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. When we applied the CN correlation analysis, the changes in the migration patterns were elucidated clearly ( Fig. 4e ). We noticed that Cdc42 knockdown shifts the distribution of the CN correlation data of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts from the detachment zones (30°-60°) to the protrusion/side protrusion zones (70°-120°). These shifts were in agreement with the impression gained from the time-lapse images and the Cdc42 function, which is in maintaining the directional persistence during cell migration. In addition, the CCD diagrams also showed that Cdc42 knockdown resulted in CCD value increases in the protrusion and side protrusion zones. This increase implied that less regulations (e.g., filopodia formations) were imposed to the lamellipodia to define cell polarity due to the modulation of Cdc42 activity 25 .
Through the CN correlation Signature Plot, the NIH 3T3 fibroblasts with Cdc42 knockdown were compared to the NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and the MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 4e ). We noticed that the Cdc42 knockdown shifted the signature angles of the fibroblasts to make them similar to those of the MDA-MB-231 cells. The NIH 3T3 fibroblasts had a much lower turning frequency than their CDC42 knockdown counterparts (signature angle/ occurrence: 128°/6% vs. 143°/10%), which was approximately the same as the MDA-MB-231 cells (142°/11%).
In the cytoplasm, Cdc42 forms a complex with Par6 and Protein Kinase C-zeta (PKC-ζ) to regulate the reposition of microtubule organization center (MTOC) 18 . The western blot result suggested that MDA-MB-231 cells have a comparable expression level of Cdc42 to NIH3T3 fibroblasts (Fig. 4a ). This seemingly generates an inconsistent perspective to the conclusion that Cdc42 knockdown causes the migration pattern of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts to be similar to that of MDA-MB-231 cells. Hence, we further applied immunofluorescence microscopy to examine the location of active Cdc42 in both cells. The micrographs showed that active Cdc42 only appears to the perinuclear region of the MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 4f ). Cdc42 is known to regulate filopodia in the lamella region and activate the Par6/PKC-ζ complex to maintain cell polarity 17, 18 . It has been shown that the amounts of Par6 and PKC-ζ are also abundant in the MDA-MB-231 cells; however, both Par6 and PKC-ζ fail to locate in the proximal region of the plasma membrane to maintain the cell polarity in MDA-MB-231 cells 2 . Taken together, these studies suggested that the active Cdc42 in the perinuclear region of the MDA-MB-231 cells has not triggered the Par6/ PKC-ζ complexes for their normal function to maintain cell polarity. Here, the CN correlation approach serves as a direct metric to collectively reveal the integrated activity of cell polarity of the associated proteins.
The CN Correlation profiles reveal cell motility through the component weights of active migration.
Variants of random walk or persistence time models have been applied to single cell trajectories to estimate the rate of area coverage (i.e., diffusion coefficient). The persistence time provides a method for comparing the overall motility of different cell types. However, this type of approach cannot directly resolve the contributions of the individual subcellular migratory activities to overall motility. In contrast, the CN correlation approach assesses the migration process through the composition of subcellular migratory activities; hence, it can quantify the weights of subcellular activities for active migration. We thus utilized the CN correlation approach to summarize the overall motility of a cell type in terms of accumulated NCD // from the active migrating region 20 . This estimation was called the cell migration potential index (CMPI) and thus serves as an empirical metric for comparing the motility among different cell types. Comparisons with existing single cell tracking approaches were also discussed in that previous work 20 .
When the CN correlation profile was de-convoluted by the UNM analysis, we could isolate the CN correlations under active cell migration necessary to estimate CMPI. Even through the signature angle of the protrusion density curve indicates the relative contributions of different protrusion events, the NCD // values associated with protrusion are usually small. The CMPI does not present an absolute displacement; rather, it is a relative quantity describing the effective migration events among different cell types. Hence, we used the NCD // values of all the CN correlation data in the detachment zone to compute the CMPI. The detachment zone was determined by the polar angles in the CN plot smaller than the signature angle +2 standard deviations of the detachment curve (Fig. 5a ). The results were fitted with the diffusion coefficients generated from persistence random walk model CCD diagram of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts yielded 4 normal distributions in the detachment zone (20°-60°) and 3 normal distributions in the protrusion zone (60°-80°). Bottom: The same analysis shows that Y27632 treatment drastically re-distributes the CCD values in both the detachment zone and the protrusion zone.
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The prototypical trajectories and mean-squared displacements (MSD) suggested that NIH 3T3 fibroblasts have significantly higher motility than the SKOV-3 cells. These two cells had almost identical average step sizes (<NCD // >) for each 5°-polar angle bin in their CN correlation profiles. In addition, approximately 85% of the CN correlation data of these two cells were accounted for within the first three component distributions. However, the UNM analyses showed that the NIH 3T3 fibroblasts had significant lower signature angles in the subcellular migratory activities than SKOV-3 cells (Fig. 5b) . Hence, the NIH 3T3 fibroblasts should have more active migration and a higher motility with respect to the SKOV-3 cells, which instead have more sampling activities.
When the comparison was made between MDA-MB-231 and U-2 OS cells, the prototypical trajectories and the MSDs indicated MDA-MB-231 cells are more motile. The Signature Plots showed that ~ 88% of the CN correlations of both cell types were accounted for within the first three component distributions and all of the five signature angles were similar (Fig. 5c ). However, in the first half of the NCD // diagram, the MDA-MB-231 cells had significantly higher <NCD // > values contributing to motility, thereby having higher overall motility than U-2 OS cells. U-2 OS cells have higher motility than Swiss 3T3 cells do, supported by the comparison of their MSDs and diffusion coefficients 20 . These two cells not only have nearly identical <NCD // > step sizes over the whole range of polar angles but also shared similar signature angles for the first three subcellular migratory activities (Fig. 5d ). However, the occurrence rate of the protrusion events was 60% for the U-2 OS cells in contrast to 47% for the Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts. This greater occurrence rate suggested that the U-2 OS cells developed more stable protrusion features (lamellipodia) than Swiss 3T3 cells. The stable lamellipodia resulted in less effective leading-edge retraction in U-2 OS cells. According our prior analysis, during the formation of large-angle side protrusion, an effective leading edge retraction would prevent a significant nucleus forward motion; vice versa, an obstructive leading edge retraction (i.e., stable protrusion feature) would promote more significant nucleus forward motion. This could explain why the U-2 OS cells have a much larger signature angle (147°) for the large angle protrusion curve (smaller CCD and greater NCD // values) than the Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts do (127°).
In summary, our proposed CN correlation approach provides a clear link between subcellular migratory activities and cell motility. Cell motility is positively correlated with the occurrence rates of the highly polarized subcellular migratory activities, in which the polar angles of the corresponding CN correlations mainly locate <80°-polar angle in the CN plot. In addition, the cell motility also significantly depends on the magnitude of the nucleus step sizes in the active migration. Together, the CN correlation profile can serve as a valuable platform for documenting cell migration patterns and elucidating the effects of perturbations on distinct subcellular migratory activities, motility, and cell polarity state.
Discussion
This study has the overarching goal of building a multi-scale integration method to monitor cell dynamic phenotypes, such as cell migration. This approach utilizes the relative motions between individual cell centroid displacements and the concomitant nuclear centroid displacements (the CN correlation data) to quantitatively characterize the commonly known subcellular dynamic activities in probed cells. On the subcellular scale, each CN correlation datum is based on one-minute centroid displacements to express the momentary cell and nuclear motions. This information reveals the evolution of individual subcellular dynamic activities in the CCD-NCD // coordinate system, thus promoting our understanding of the step-by-step transient mechanical mechanisms and elucidating the spatiotemporal relationships of the involved proteins in the associated signaling pathways.
We note that in the previous study 20 , we reported the CMPI as a quantitative parameter. Herein, we showed that the cell migration pattern proposed can also be used in a similar way as the CMPI, but is superior because it is more comprehensive. For example, the cell migration pattern (unlike the CMPI) reveals the percentage of sub-cellular phenotypic events that contribute to cell migration. These new developments can pave the way for connecting these phenotypic events to molecular events in the future.
On the cellular scale, we characterize the comprehensive cell dynamic pattern of the probed cell type by the extracted CN correlation profile from representative samples of 25 randomly selected one-hour movies. CN correlation profiles were shown to be reproducible between batches of the same cell types, yet significantly different among a variety of distinct cell types. Hence, this study provided empirical evidence showing that a cell type possesses a consistent and unique dynamic pattern at a defined culture condition. The CN correlation profile is a powerful platform to present the cellular dynamic signature, which distinguishes unique cell dynamic patterns along with the impacts of biochemical and biophysical cues on events such as migration.
When the CN correlation approach is used to for the intercellular scale (i.e., bridging the subcellular and cellular scales), we demonstrated that a CN correlation profile can be analyzed to elucidate the weighing contributions of the subcellular migratory activities, either in a single cell migration event or in the cell migration pattern of a given cell type. Once the signature of a CN correlation profile is de-convoluted statistically through the univariate normal mixtures (UNM), the component distributions of the underlying subcellular activities to the cell migration process (or pattern) can be recognized. This capacity allows us to effectively extract the time duration of directional persistent motions during cell migration to estimate cell motility and to trace the molecular causes for a motility change.
Since the CN correlation approach carries the capacity to link the multi-scaled information together, the tight combination of this approach and other available cell dynamic knowledge can greatly promote our comprehensive understanding to cell phenotypes in which cell dynamics is a concern. When a stimulus (such as a drug and a protein mutation/knockdown) is present to alter the cell dynamic phenotype, it distributes the effects through individual subcellular activities that are separately governed by the Rho GTPases, RhoA, Rac1, and Cdc42, where the signaling of these pathways respectively for cell contracting, expanding, and direction-persisting. Hence, the CN correlation metrics can clearly elucidate the re-distribution of the individual pathways to decipher the complexity of a signaling event that has interactions with the Rho GTPases to change the cell dynamics.
In this study, we demonstrated this capacity of CN correlation using a ROCK inhibitor and Cdc42 knockdown. With respect to the conventional cell motility methods, the CN correlation approach can help provide clearer insights in a quantitative context. While NIH 3T3 fibroblast with Cdc42 knockdown and MDA-MB-231 cells exhibit similarities in maintaining polarity, they have very different molecular contents. First, they are very different cells even in the genotypes (i.e., mouse vs. human). In addition, MDA-MB-231 cells have high expression levels of Cdc42, Par6, and PKC-ζ, while the Cdc42 is knocked down in the NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. The CN correlation metric can affirmatively provide a solid assessment of the cell migration pattern, including cell polarity, toward establishing the detailed molecular mechanisms.
It is known that the predominant dynamic activity of epithelial cells is protrusions and the migration of fibroblasts (the mesenchymal-like cells) involves trailing-edge detachments. From the CN correlation concept, a detachment event will have NCD // > CCD. Hence, a good portion of CN correlation data should distribute within the polar angles between 30° and 45° during mesenchymal migration (Table S1 ). The CN correlation approach clearly exhibits these weight differences between cells with epithelial phenotypes (OSE10 and OVCAR-3 cells) and
Scientific REPORTS | (2018) 8:1488 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-018-19885-y mesenchymal-like phenotypes (human foreskin, Swiss 3T3 and NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, and SKOV-3, MDA-MB-231 and U-2 OS cells). All the mesenchymal-like cell lines possess a signature angle within the detachment region. Meanwhile, no signature angle has been found within this region for probed epithelial cells. This leads to a question that remains for further investigation: should a signature angle appearing in the detachment region (i.e., 30°-45°) be considered as a criterion to distinguish cells between epithelial and mesenchymal types of migration? In addition, even though the CN correlation has provided a measurable outcome for the cellular/subcellular activities, the detailed molecular mechanisms that cause the differences of the outcomes require comprehensive molecular information of the underlying pathways, as the example in the CDC42 study here shows.
The ultimate goal of integrated biology focuses on organizing all involved molecular mechanisms to explain the cellular processes in the higher levels. While the spatiotemporal dynamics of the subcellular activities at the molecular levels has been gradually revealed using novel techniques such as fluorescent speckle microscopy 4 , the spatiotemporal dynamics among the subcellular activities leading to a specific cellular phenotype has been the focus of this study. Currently, a successful effort of integrated biology requires precise molecular information from genomic and proteomic methods as well as correct mathematical models to describe the cellular process. The lack of spatiotemporal information in the genomic and proteomic measurements hinders the effective promotion of such efforts. Furthermore, the complicated signaling crosstalk also greatly obstructs the building of precise mathematical models to facilitate cellular behavior prediction. For drug screening, cancer diagnosis, and the study of certain molecular mechanisms that are involved in cell dynamic changes, the CN correlation approach can provide a promising and innovative cell migratory signature with straightforward biological meaning to overcome these challenges.
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